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Commemorative Speech: KANEKO Touta 
{at the Matsuyama venue} 

Hello I'm Kaneko Touta. Let me just say that I'm very pleased to receive this 
Award. The members of the Award Selection Committee are all my soul mates, if I may 
call them so, and they are most prestigious haiku poets and scholars whom I feel very 
attached to and can greatly rely on. I'm particularly honored and grateful that such 
first-class experts selected me for the Prize. This Award wouldn't have been created 
without Mr. Nishimura Gania's efforts, who is always energetic and dedicated. His ideas 
were very bold and unique and their incomparable originality and inspirational impact 
should be even more appreciated, especially these days when the society is in such a 
gloomy, depressive mood. Of course this Prize couldn't have been born in any place 
other than Matsuyama, where Masaoka Shiki established the solid base of modern haiku 
and energized it. Upon hearing the news of this Award from Heaven, Shiki, I imagine, 
might be quietly looking at a loofah in his garden with a smile, slightly hunching his 
back in the same manner as he used to do. Thank you very much. 

I think I can guess to some extent why I, a Japanese haikuist, was granted this 
Grand Prize for the first time in the history of this Award. The first Grand Prize 
winner Mr. Yves Bonnefoy and the second winner Mr. Gary Snyder are both great 
poets and, at the same time, deeply understand the world of haiku. It is true that there 
are also a large number of other poets who understand haiku, but the two Grand Prize 
winners are particularly outstanding in the sense that they both take an active attitude 
in promoting it, which I highly admire. For example, both of them have suggested the 
positive impact that haiku could have on children. The biggest reason that they were 
awarded, I believe, is that such world-famous poets pay great respect to haiku and have 
repeatedly made positive remarks on the subject. This time, upon reflecting whom the 
third Grand Prize was given to, it seemed to have been a chance for a haiku poet who 
specializes in this particular type of poem and composes them on a regular basis. The 
haiku poet who is considered to be appropriate to receive the Grand Award has often 
been found among the more than 1,000,000 haiku population in Europe or those who 
belong to the Chinese Haiku Society that was organized about four years ago and has 
now over 2,000 members. This time, however, the Award has been given to a person of 
Japanese origin and knows nothing except haiku, which is an exceptional honor to me. 
Thanks to the accomplishments of Mr. Bonnefoy and Mr. Snyder who have demonstrated 
haiku's power and charm throughout the world, I have been able to proudly continue 
practicing haiku. As such humble efforts were favorably evaluated, I'm further 
encouraged to keep up my work. That's what I'm most grateful for. 

Ever since I first learned that I would be the recipient of the third Grand Prize, 
I could hardly believe that this was my accomplishment. I suppose the major reason that 
I was selected for this distinguished award is that I'm one of the oldest living haikuists. 
Mr. Kawahara Biwao, for instance, who won this year's Haiku Prize, is such a 
remarkable haiku poet full of revolutionary ideas that in my opinion he actually 
deserves the Grand Prize. He missed the chance this time I believe, only because I'm 
older than he is. I was born in 1919, 19 sounds iIkkuJ. Ku is the unit of the haik works. 
That means "one haiku." So 1919 means one haiku, one haiku. when, it seems to me, 
that there was nothing but haiku to devote my entire life to. Around that time, there 
were a significant number of other people who felt the same - that is, those who were 
forced into the World War and later dedicated their post-war passion, or intellectual 
interest, towards haiku-making in the devastation and freedom after the war. 
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Unfortunately, however, almost all of them born around 1919 have already passed away, 
including Mr. Mitsuhashi Toshio, Mr. Sato Onifusa, Mr. Narita Senku, Mr. Suzuki 
Murio, Mr. Harako Kohei, and Ms. Katsura Nobuko among countless others, as well as 
Mr. Ida Ryuta who had a slightly different view on haiku from mine. Only Ms. Tsuda 
Kiyoko and I, as well as Mr. Mori Sumio whom I don't share the same haiku philosophy 
with remain alive at this moment. In those days, a substantial number of people, such as 
I and those mentioned above, were oriented towards a single direction to sincerely 
reflect the post-war reality that they were putting into haiku poems. Thinking about it, 
it is actually quite interesting that most of them had the same or similar birth year. 
Anyway, I think this Award fell in my hands by chance because all of my fellows except 
Ms. Tsuda have deceased. I almost feel as if accepting this Prize equals accepting my 
own funeral. Having said that, please don't get me wrong, a funeral is not at all ominous, 
but rather a symbol that brings luck. Believe it or not, if your first dream of the year 
contains images of a funeral or the bathroom, it is a very good sign. (By the way, I 
came across this association - the Prize, funeral, toilet, good luck - while I was 
actually sitting in the bathroom, which I found funny.) Although I'm not quite sure if I 
should be feeling more fortunate to have won the Award or more sorry for the late 
haiku poets in my generation to have missed it, one unchangeable fact is that I wouldn't 
have been able to achieve this without their support and encouragement. Here I would 
like to quote one of Mr. Kohei Harako's haiku poems, who used to be my closest friend: 

i/i£1&(1)~/\" f!!lfiYE*v:XJ::I::J'i5~ (Sengono sorae aotsuta shibokuno takeni mitsu) 
Towards the post-war sky 
green ivy grows and reaches 
the height of the top of a dead tree 

I can never forget this piece, as well as those days when we were all vigorously 
attempting to pursue the way to pioneer the post-war era. These were my personal 
thoughts on being awarded the Prize. Next I would like to present my understanding of 
what this Award signifies. 

Mr. Snyder once told us that he was brought up surrounded by 1,000m mountains. 
I also spent my childhood in the mountainous area of Chichibu in Saitama Prefecture, 
which is a similarity that I and Mr. Snyder have as a background. Although my 
hometown was not as remote from the town as one of the Award Selection Committee 
member Mr. Saito Shinji's, who is from a small island in the Sea of Japan and must 
have endured a much harsher environment than I, it was still in the middle of nowhere 
and offered us no sophisticated entertainment. My father was a general practitioner, yet 
was no more eager in his job than other doctors running a small clinic in the 
countryside at that time. When I was a little boy, what he used to do every night was 
practice a folk song called Chichibu Ondo, which he arranged into the currently-known 
form in the region. The Chichibu Ondo has a serial rhythm of 7-7-7-5, and the folk 
song played in these specific beats ceaselessly haunted me since early childhood. 
Wi thout realizing it, the 7-7-7-5 rhythm deeply penetrated and dominated my body. In 
other words, the repetition of 5-7 beats became part of myself. After becoming aware 
of this, I started thinking that I was destined to compose haiku, based on the fact that I 
was born in 1919 and that all I got was the 5-7 rhythm. In addition, I somehow knew 
that I wouldn't be able to achieve anything outside of this specific field. Being fond of 
haiku, my father used to organize regular haiku sessions where only men in their 30s or 
40s attended. They were all forest workers hungry for intellectual stimuli and seemed 
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to be naturally equipped with good taste and sense essential for haiku-making. I have to 
admit that there were a few who enjoyed drinking afterwards more than the haiku 
meeting itself, yet most of them were wild, local residents who shared an intellectual 
interest that brought them close together. My personal post-war era had its root in the 
smell of these savage haiku poets and their, so to speak, primitive intelligence, blended 
with the above-mentioned 5-7 beats that continuously circulated throughout my body. 
Looking at these people who regularly gathered for haiku-making sessions, got drunk, 
and ended up in a fight, my mother would often tell me, "Tota, never engage yourself in 
haiku. It always brings about fights. Those who fight are not human. Spell 'haiku poet' 
in kanji characters WFA) - you see, it can be read 'anti-humanly human (A~~A).''' 
Taking her words seriously, I, a junior-high school student in the pre-war education 
system at that time, was determined not to get involved in the world of haiku. Right 
after entering high school, however, my fate was decided and went in the totally 
opposite direction, when I met Dezawa Santaro, whom I consider an eccentric genius. 
To put it another way, by coming to know someone like Santaro in the same school, it 
seemed to me that the destiny of us born around 1919 was. confirmed. Since then, I have 
been almost obsessively devoted to composing haiku. That's one way I'm different from 
Mr. Bonnefoy and Mr. Snyder. The previous Grand Prize winners were both poets who 
value haiku and have proved its power. Conversely, I'm simply a haiku poet, I myself am 
haiku. Haiku is my identity that determines who I am and what I am. A man who doesn't 
have anything else to do than make haiku devotes himself to making haiku and produce 
good pieces - there is nothing to be surprised at. On the contrary, if he can't produce 
any good haiku at all, he doesn't have a raison d'etre. I'm one of these men. Such a man 
was given the honor to win the best prize -I couldn't be happier. 

For a moment let me once again talk about my war experience. I faced the post
war world while still having the rhythm of 5-7-5 and wildness as a core part of myself. 
Earlier I said that meeting Santaro determined the path that my fate would follow. To 
be more precise, I should have said what determined my destiny was the fact that I was 
shaped into nothing but haiku during my childhood/adolescence, and that Santaro 
helped me continue straight ahead on the track. In addition, the war experience affected 
my life to a similar, or probably even greater, extent. I saw many people die right in 
front of my eyes. When the War was over, I was in my early 20s. On a destroyer 
coming back to Japan, I told myself not to waste the lives of the war dead, but to 
reward their service. I tried many things for that purpose, but the only thing that has 
remained to date is haiku. After the War, as we saw peace and freedom prevail, I was 
more and more inclined towards haiku as a tool to write down how to live my life in the 
post-war era at each step. 

What I was contemplating at that time were the concepts of "subject" and 
"reality." The period when an individual meant a personal, private "me" has passed. In 
this modern era, an individual should mean a "subject," in the philosophical sense, as a 
constituent member of the society. In terms of "reality" here, I considered that it 
consisted of two elements: one was what we saw inside of ourselves, and the other was 
what we saw outside of ourselves. I decided to compose haiku taking these two concepts 
into account. That's how I created an original methodology called "Zokei (molding)." 
The idea is quite simple: To mold an image to be depicted in a haiku poem, the 
subjective/internal reality and objective/external reality should be integrated by "me" 
who consciously carries out this integration process. By setting up the intermediate 
position of "lime," the act of image-molding can be objectified. The notion of "I/me" 
who molds images into the form of a haiku poem was at the center of my theory of 
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haiku. I can never forget my writing titled "Zokei Haiku Roku-sho (Six-chapters on 
Molding Haiku)" published by Kadokawa Shoten Publishing in 1963. I'm extremely 
grateful to Mr. Tsukazaki Y oshio for having encouraged me to write it, it wouldn't have 
been completed without him. To be honest, the Kadokawa Shoten Publishing in those 
days didn't have an atmosphere which welcomed this sort of article. Yet, to my pleasant 
surprise, it was spotted by a Japanese literature scholar Mr. Kuriyama Riichi. Mr. 
Kuriyama issued a book called "Haikai Shi" in 1965, at the end of which he highly 
praised, perhaps almost overrated, my idea of "lime" who molds haiku images which 
was introduced in "Zokei Haiku Roku-sho," saying that it urged "application of Basho's 
view of art to modern haiku-making." To put it very simply, the essence of Basho's 
view of art lies in "mono-no bi (subtle and delicate nature or properties of an object)" 
and "kokoro-no makoto (sincerity of a mind)." Since "Manyoshu" was compiled, 
Japanese people have meant two things by the word "kokoro IIL\J". One is an internally
facing mind oriented to oneself, while the other I 'Iff J is an externally-directed mind 
oriented to somebody else, caring about or relating to him/her. "Kokoro I 'Iff J" here 
signifies a mind that focuses on a certain object, or a mind that tries to, or wishes to, 
interact with it. Basho placed a great importance on sincerity of this "kokoro" and 
believed that the sincerity of a mind should be well-balanced with "mono-no bi." 
According to the great master of haiku, the supreme, ultimate way to compose a haiku 
poem is to recognize and then describe or embody what is produced from the complete 
equilibrium between these two elements. Based on this haiku-making method, Mr. 
Kuriyama pointed out that it was very difficult to directly integrate "mono-no bi" and 
"kokoro-no makoto". He also added that, in order to achieve this balance, a haikuist has 
to ceaselessly pursue poetic sincerity and to maintain a mature state of mind, "kokoro" 
that enables himlher to put together what came into mind in the form of haiku. Mr. 
Kuriyama wrote in the above-mentioned book that, instead of questing for poetic 
sincerity that is hard even to define, it would be easier if we try to indirectly integrate 
"mono-no bi" and "kokoro-no makoto" by consciously paying attention to the in-between 
existence of "lime" who attempts to make haiku, and that Kaneko's methodology of 
molding haiku could develop a new phase in haiku history, which seemed to me 
incredible flattery. Occasionally he bought me drinks and we somehow had good 
chemistry, which might have more or less helped him publicly post such an exceptionally 
positive review. I remember him once joking: "Tota, my "Haikai Shi" was actually 
supposed to win an Education Minister's Award, but it missed out simply because I 
praised your molding haiku theory in it, giving a negative impression that it was 
premature to receive one of the best literature prizes in Japan." I knew he was just 
kidding, but I still felt sorry about that. This is an unforgettable episode which greatly 
delighted me at an early stage of my career as a haiku poet. The notion of "lime" who 
compose haiku conforms to the traditional haiku-making theory that Basho presented. I 
just modernized it, which I am very proud of. As you may know, however, I was then 
labeled avant-garde. In the process of molding the subject and reality into the form of 
an image, imagination and arbitrariness intervene and, as a result, produce 
unpredictable phenomena, all of which makes the generated haiku obscure or 
incomprehensible. I started facing increasing criticism for the complicatedness of my 
haiku that juxtapose "mono-no bi" and "kokoro-no makoto" and mold an image by 
integrating these two ideas where arbitrariness inetervenes, even as Basho, who first 
equally valued "mono-no bi" and "kokoro-no makoto," eventually showed more 
inclination towards "mono-no bi." That's how my work came to be regarded as anti
tradition or avant-garde. My fellow haikuist Takayanagi Jushin then told me, "This is 
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just a matter of wording - the key to avoid incomprehension is to use understandable 
terms." Here is an example by Jushin himself: 

flR(£ /J: Z) Jfth ("/:: t3 £ t3ifiJ10J1b IJ /p/J: (Manako arete tachimachi asano owarikana) 
My eyes opened 
all at once 
the end of the morning 

I love this piece. In a public talk, he advised me that I should devise ways to convey 
messages using simple vocabulary. It was around the time when I was in Nagasaki, and 
my ideas on haiku had been well-established by then. The following is one of my haiku 
pieces born there, which might make you realize why my work was regarded as avant
garde: 

1'!IdfJ L, :/rflJ L, :t!J/[)jlfJ 0 y '7 Y / (Wankyokushi kashoushi bakushinchino marason) 
Twisted and seared 
the marathon at the center 
of the atomic explosion 

Earlier my ten best-known haiku poems were read out, and this was one of the others. 
Mr. Tsukushi Bansei kindly rated this piece highly. I made it when I went to Nagasaki 
where an atomic bomb was dropped. In the same area, there used to be a large number 
of clandestine Christians. Many of their younger generations engaged in sardine fishing, 
and when the catch drastically decreased, local residents fell into decadence. Such 
desolate villages were typically found on Nomo Peninsula, where the next piece was 
inspired: 

¥!Il/J:iJ!JJftr:~J3 (; bl::;f1f1Jt IJ (Kareina hakahara nyoin arawani mura nemuri) 
On a magnificent graveyard 
a woman exposes her vagina 
while the village is asleep 

There was a huge graveyard, and it was the only place that was clean and taken care of 
in the run-down town. When I walked through it, an indecently-dressed woman showed 
up out of nowhere, which made me think that sexual intercourse was the primary 
confirmation of existence for the adults living in the area. This experience was 
straightfowardly reflected in this haiku. Although it doesn't contain anything difficult to 
understand, when it was first published, readers took it as complicated and disturbing. 
That's how I was started being considered outrageous and the haiku that I and my 
fellow poets released were criticised as being avant-garde. 

Such opposition obviously stemed from those who put emphasis on the objects 
observed as a theme of haiku. After the series of nation-wide protests against revision 
and renewal of the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty around 1960, we entered a period when 
a cultural return to the classics was called for. Coincidentally, from about 1965 and 
throughout the 1970s, Takahama Kyoshi and his preference for unexceptional use of 
seasonal reference and fixed format made a grand comeback. Among the members of the 
Modern Haiku Association, those who belong to the generation before us left the 
organization and established a new group called the Association of Haiku Poets whose 
slogan was precisely "unexceptional use of seasonal reference and fixed format." They 
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denied our methodology of creating images to be shaped into the form of haiku by 
clearly identifying and then integrating the subject and reality. Rather, according to 
them, the idea of unexceptional use of seasonal reference and fixed format, which 
Kyoshi advocated, was the simplest to understand and could contribute to more 
production of excellent haiku poems. The voices of dissent against us came from this 
group. The contributors to the haiku magazine Hototogisu prefer using the term "kidai 
(seasonal topics)" to "kigo (season words)." When I use the term "kigo," Ms. Inahata 
Teiko always corrects me, which has been close to getting on my nerves. The reason 
they use this ancient terminology "kidai" is that it means unification of "mono-no bi 
(subtle and delicate nature or properties of an object)" and "kokoro-no makoto 
(sincerity of a mind)." They believe, therefore, that what is indispensable for a haiku 
poem is no more than a "kidai," and that there is no need for complicated theories like 
those I have been working on. For them, the pivotal point of haiku is consistently 
"objects," and the idea that the fixed format of 5-7-5 should always be respected 
without exception. I totally agree with their adherence to the fixed format, as the 
rhythm of 5-7-5 continuously circulates at my own core. On the other hand, however, I 
find their understanding of seasonal reference problematic, because it encourages 
writers to put inappropriate stress on objects. Kyoshi strictly stuck to the idea of 
"objective sketching" in particular, which I detest the most. Masaoka Shiki, the teacher 
of Kyoshi, taught him the significance of sketching, but he never specified "objective" 
sketching. Shiki would assert, "haiku is part of literature." Based on this idea, I think 
I was able to take pride in the path I took in the post-war period. My worship of Shiki 
dates back to right after the end of the War. He was a child of the Meiji Restoration. 
Since he lived in the Meiji Era after the imperial restoration, he certainly had a 
progressive, revolutionary spirit. He once said, "Deceleration and change - that is a 
progress." Reflecting his own internal voice that led him through the revolutionary era, 
his acts and deeds also shifted accordingly. To express or describe the dynamic life 
that he lived and the dynamic internal voice that resonated within him, what was easiest 
to write about was objects that stimulated him. That's why he stressed objectivity, not 
that he abondanded his "kokoro-no makoto." Kyoshi, to the contrary, neglected 
"kokoro-no makoto" and imposed "objective sketching" instead, the reason being that 
taking a thing like mind into account could complicate haiku, and that it would be 
simpler if only objects were focused on. When a haiku attaches weight to the composer's 
mind, it becomes difficult to understand, whereas, when it puts weight on objects, it 
becomes easy to understand - so why not completely place all the weight on objects, 
why not stick to objective sketching? It might have made a certain degree of sense, but 
it was absolute sacrilege against the mind of the person who attempted to make haiku. 
At the same time, it was the biggest opposition to our avant-garde haiku which put 
emphasis on the side of mind. Even now I clearly belive that my opponent was Kyoshi's 
ideas of unexceptional use of seasonal reference and fixed format, as well as objective 
sketching. 

Looking at the history of haiku, as many Japanese literature schcolars have 
pointed out, Basho believed until the very end of his life that the perfect equilibrium 
between "mono-no bi" and "kokoro-no makoto" was to be sought after in haiku-making, 
and never tried to place more importance on one of the two elements than the other. 
Generally speaking, if an extra weight should be attached to the mind of a haiku poet 
rather than to the target object to be written about, it would be difficult for the gerne 
of haiku to be widely popularized. Kagami Shiko, one of Basho's pupils, had an ambition 
to popularlize haiku and, on top of that, to attract as many followers as possible to his 
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own school. He was shrewd enough to quickly realize, for the purpose of popularizing 
this particular style of poem, the risk of completely ignoring or undervaluing the target 
object and putting more emphasis on the mind of a poet. After the death of his master, 
by interpreting "karumi (lightness)," one of Basho's haiku principles, in a manner that 
served his interest, created a catchphrase "shi-sen jo-go (appearance first, then follows 
the mind)" to encourage people to prioritize the object over the mind and established 
his own "Mino school," which successfully raised a substantial number of members. He 
taught his followers that, to make haiku, they should describe the target object with 
concrete words and always begin with portraying appearance. Shiko effectively 
incorporated the catchphrase "shi-sen jo-go" to increase Mino school's influence, and 
he asserted that the slogan was actually what his master Basho himself advocated. As a 
result, Shiko's pupils understood that Shiko's ideas were created by and then handed 
down from his teacher Basho who was an incomparable authority in the field. The more 
widely that what Shiko insisted was known and accepted, the more famous the name 
Basho became. In those days, there was a concern that the school of Basho would be 
eventually dissolved and that the great master would be completely forgotten. However, 
Shiko succeeded in preventing it from happening, although it seems ironic to me that 
the catchphase "shi-sen jo-go" made a large contribution to that purpose, which 
actually originated not from Basho but from Shiko. In Shiko's opinion, haiku, being so 
short as a form of literature, would sooner or later lose its popularity if the object 
wasn't given priority to the mind, or if the mind was granted too much importance. 
Coincidentally, not intentionally to my knowledge, Takahama Kyoshi adopted exactly 
the same principle. His rules of "unexceptional use of seasonal reference and fixed 
format" and of "objective sketching" were consistent with Shiko's "shi-sen jo-go." 
What was worse, I have to say, was that Kyoshi didn't even mention what Shiko had 
called "jo," that is, the mind of a haiku poet. He expelled so-called Hototogisu 
subjectivists, including Maeda Fura, Ida Dakotsu, and Murakami Kijo. The first time he 
spoke of the poet's mind, or sincerity of a mind, was as late as in 1931, when he 
presented a new principle of "kacho fuei (centering on the nature)," which promotes 
contacts between the nature and person who observes it to compose haiku out of it. 
This change in ideology was brought about as a protest to one of his pupils, Mizuhara 
Shuoshi, who rebeled against his teacher and finally left him, saying that sincerity of a 
mind should be more valued than the object, as clearly expressed in his writing 
"Bungakujo-no Makoto (Literary Truth)." While Kagami Shiko at least added the word 
"jo (sincerity of a mind)" to his catchphrase "shi-sen jo-go," Kyoshi strictly denied the 
intervention of the mind and tried to focus only on objects. In this light they were 
slightly different, still both of them prioritized the object to "jo" (sincerity of a mind), 
believing that good haiku expressions couldn't be born otherwise. I do understand that 
their idea can potentially attract newcomers to this genre of literature and that it's in 
fact the way it should be for the popularization of haiku. Yet, as we all know, it's not 
always easy to stop doing what we understand is wrong and to carry out what we 
understand is right. The haikuists who belong to our group, especially I myself, have 
sincerely been dedicated to so-called molding haiku methodology where the "I" who 
tries to make haiku puts the subject and reality together, and then blends or integrates 
them to mold images to be shaped in the form of haiku. In order to alleviate its 
complicated nature, we take into account Takayanagi Jushin's suggestion that we should 
carefully select words we utilize in haiku and constantly endeavor to aim for easy-to
understand haiku poems even when their theme is not so plain and simple, greatly 
emphasizing comprehension. Our basic attitude has never been transformed in any way. 
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I guess my time is already up - I know I should stop here, but let me conclude 
with just a few more words if you would allow me. Earlier I was talking about my 
thoughts and experience in the post-war years. Around 1960, when Japan was in a 
phase of change triggered by the nation-wide turmoil in connection with revision and 
renewal of the the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty, I also faced a major turning point. 
Upon composing haiku, we always valued our mind. However, I wasn't able to completely 
get rid of a haunting feeling that the human mind was not quite reliable. I would often 
wonder what a human being was. And when I refered to a human being, I tended to 
think of it as a subject who belongs to and acts in the society. After going through the 
unsettled state of the country related to the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty, the same old 
feeling even intensified that humans as social entities were difficult to understand, 
ambiguous, and undependable. It seemed that other haiku poets around me more or less 
had a similar suspicion, and a considerable number of them consequently changed their 
perspectives, including choosing to return to the classics. In the field of haiku, there 
are numerous forerunners whom we can take good examples from, namely so-called 
wandering poets such as Kobayashi Issa, Taneda Santoka, and Ozaki Hosai. In the hope 
that those lifetime travellers or wanderers could show me a genuine picture of a naked 
human being, I initiated research to closely study how they lived or what they 
considered. At the same time, I started trying to look at a person based not on his/her 
social position or background, but on his/her physical or biological existence. Since 
then, I gradually came to realize that a human is no more than a creature found in 
nature, just like a flower or bird. There is no difference between the society maintained 
by people and the organic world made up of birds, flowers, and an unlimited number of 
other creatures, which we call the nature, except that our society is full of cunning and 
slyness. What I most value now is the sense of creatures. When I face nature, I have to 
recognize myself as a creature that lives within it. When I compose a haiku poem, I 
have to respect this naturally-occurring sense of a creature, which can be found in 
Issa's following piece: 

JEtf' ~ (l),J, l;i--:J < ~ ? tn![fJ!Y1!t!iJi (Hanageshino uwatsukuyona maebakana) 
Like a poppy 
how it sways -
a front tooth 

One of my front teeth is wobbling, just like a poppy waving in the breeze - this 
association between a poppy and front tooth is exactly what I call the sense of a 
creature, which can be felt when a poet takes himself as a creature and relates to the 
natural object that he is focusing on. As I placed more and more importance on this 
specific sense, I started to understand, I believe, the essence of animism. 

The other day I had an opportunity to give a public talk with the late Tsurumi 
Kazuko, a renowned, devoted sociologist. She told me that she had gradually come to 
understand animism, mentioning an episode as follows: "There is a Japanese cornel 
dogwood tree right under my window. In spring, the leaves begin to sprout one after 
another, and, after having little yellow flowers, they finally open wide. Carefully 
observing this process every day, I suddenly came up with an idea that, upon my death, 
I would transform into the very tree." She later composed a tanka poem reflecting this 
supernatural feeling and realized that she had become an animist. I somehow like this 
English word "animist" very much. I believe that I'm also, or at least am trying to be, 
an animist. The principal reason why the primitive religion interested me was that I 
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had lost trust in human beings as constituents in the society. On the other hand, not a 
few of so-called Hototogisu haikuists or members of other similar schools who focus 
exclusively on nature and almost ignore humans and their minds which is based on one 
of Kyoshi's principles "kacho fuei," which I rather harshly criticized earlier, have 
begun to appreciate the notion of animism. It's interesting that, although originating 
from totally different ideas and having passed through totally different routes, we have 
discovered and reached the same concept in the end. 

This makes me think that I should no longer fuss about which group or school a 
haiku poet belongs to - I don't want to be judgmental even if they contribute their haiku 
to the Hototogisu magazine or admire Kyoshi. I can relate to all and every haikuist who 
shares and values the sense of creatures. In today's world of haiku, it seems to me that 
old-fashioned labels such as new or old generations or traditional or modern styles are 
disappearing, and that a new criterion of classification has emerged instead - that is, 
animists or non-animists. In my opinion, genuine haiku poets will eventually find 
themselves animists. Recently, an increasing number of children are encouraged to 
learn how to make their own haiku pieces. If we succeed in teaching them, as a vi tal 
element of haiku, the importance of admiration and respect for the nature that underlies 
animism, it could play a key role in further popularizing this special type of poem, as 
kids are naturally relatively familiar with the idea. Conversely, haiku might become a 
synonym for animism in the future - I feel like publicizing throughout every corner of 
the world that, if you want to know about animism, you should read haiku! The current 
trend of globalization is now even helping animists increase in number throughout the 
world. This could mean that, at least I would like to hope it could mean that, haiku, 
which is closely-linked to animism, also has considerable potential to gain even more 
popularity as a globally-accepted form of poem. 

Thank you very much for your kind attention. 


